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WE COULDN’T BE MORE EXCITED TO 
BE RESPONDING TO THIS PROPOSAL.  
LET US GET RIGHT TO WHY. 

• Our strengths complement your needs. From our work with private companies 

to our collaborations with government organizations and nonprofits, we special-

ize in bringing energy and excitement to projects that connect our communities. 

We are nimble enough to listen to your needs and work with you to build a digital 

presence that will serve you now and be adaptable enough to serve you well into the 

future, without having to maintain a creative retainer commitment!

• We’re really good at this kind of work. You need to reach a specific audience 

with engaging tools but you have a very clear understanding of scope of work.  

That’s where we shine. Our team is made up of some of the most accomplished vi-

sual and narrative brand storytellers, designers and developers in Central Indiana. 

Not least of all, we’ll be great partners. We’ll work hard. We’ll be purposeful and 

passionate. We’ll push you, and we’ll demand that you push us. 
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- RYAN HUNLEY

OUR 
STRENGTHS
COMPLIMENT
YOUR NEEDS.



SECOND STREET CREATIVE:

Owned and operated by Ryan Hunley, Second 
Street is a branding and digital shop specializing 
in top-notch creative and web development 
services. With more than a decade of experience 
serving clients all over the world, Second Street 
understands that standing out in a saturated 
marketplace means more than simply making 
a brand look good. With a deep belief in the 
benefits of a collaborative creative process, 
Second Street works with your team to build its 
brand into something far more than a pretty logo 
or flashy website.

find out more at  2NDst.com 
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process
& profile

PHILOSOPHY
We believe that marketing and ethics not only can, but must, coexist. To that 
end, we work exclusively with clients whose activities in the world support 
progress, equity and justice.

CREATIVE PROCESS
In our view, there is no great mystery to the design and development 

process. It’s simply a matter of rolling up one’s sleeves and doing the work. 

Here’s what that means for us as it relates to the this project:

1. Research. Research is the starting point of every successful design 

and development project. In this case, we will immerse ourselves 

in the details of your marketing history and relevant redesigns 

from inside and outside the industry. We will speak with internal 

stakeholders and outside audiences so that our next steps are 

intentional and well informed.

2. Execute. Once armed with a full view of the project and its goals, 

we’ll get to work on concept development. This typically involves 

collaborative brainstorming with client and stakeholders. Then, 

we get to work on executing prototype messaging, web design 

concepts, brand evolutions and library frameworks. We present to 

your team with extensive rationales and mock-ups of solutions.

3. Refine. The initial concepts are the first step in an ongoing 

journey that will continue until a “winning” concept is agreed 

upon by all stakeholders. But we view strategic guidance as one of 

the most valuable assets that we bring to the table. You can count 

on us to share our unvarnished opinions about which strategy is 

the “winning” one. 

4. Contextualize. Once we have established the aesthetic 

foundation, we begin work on designing and developing how the 

approach manifests itself on the website. This will be further 

detailed toward the end of this document.
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If you choose us, these 
are some of the people 
you’ll be working with.

Lauren Day

consultant 

PROJECT ROLE: 
Copywriting

Lauren is the founder of  
CityStrategies, a storytelling and 

community engagement agency spe-
cializing in moving the seed of an idea 
through to fruition. With experience 

in the nonprofit and public sectors, 
Lauren excels at process development, 
program design and implementation, 

and community listening.

Ryan Hunley

designer 

PROJECT ROLE: 
Visual Development, Strategy  

UX/UI Lead, Web Art Direction 

Ryan founded Second Street Creative 
more than a decade ago to serve clients 

who need a small team to trust with their 
big ideas. Ryan is a frequent speaker on 
creativity and design, and the director 

of Creative Mornings/Indianapolis. An 
accomplished brand art director as well 

as an UX/UI expert, he works with a 
talented network of developers to bring 
engaging and emotionally compelling 

web experiences to life.

Aubrey Aynes

developer 

PROJECT ROLE: 
Digital Development,  

Account Management

Aubrey is an experienced web developer 
who’s highly organized, efficient, and an 
extremely fast learner with an insatiable 
thirst for knowledge and deep passion for 
design. She works seamlessly with Ryan 

and the design team to implement engag-
ing and effective web products.
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OUR WORK CASE STUDIES

In this section, we’ve 
featured several relevant 
case studies of  
website projects 



INDYGO
MARKET

Public Transportation

SCOPE

Brand Design and Development,  
Web Design, Web Development,
& Collateral
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DETAILS

In 2018 IndyGo contracted Second Street Creative to design and develop brand systems 
and websites for the transit agency’s first ever electronic fare media. Critical to this work 
was working with the agency lead - Lauren Day - to listen to the community, be thoughtful 
about where the new fare media would exist and how it would feel accessible to all. Together, 
Lauren and Ryan led the creation of the MyKey brand, and developed a visual campaign that 
worked within existing brand structures but still engaged with the community in a way that 
was effective and educational. Ultimately, MyKey was much more than a website and new tap 
card. It was a statement that transit is accessible to all.

A more simple and 
accessible way of 
getting around.



INDIANAPOLIS 
BICENTENNIAL

SEE MORE AT INDYTURNS200.COM
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MARKET

Government, Civic

SCOPE

Art Direction, Design & Web Development

DETAILS

This year, the city of Indianapolis is celebrating its 
bicentennial. Second Street Creative was commis-
sioned to design and develop a digital product that 
showcased the city’s past, present and future. A 
collaborative effort between our firm, the city and 
the Indianapolis Historical Society, the website fea-
tures some of the projects, places and people that 
make Indianapolis truly special.



KENZIE 
ACADEMY

MARKET

Education

SCOPE

Art Direction, Design &  
Web Development

SEE MORE AT KENZIE.ACADEMY
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DETAILS

We worked with the team at Kenzie Academy last year to design and build a new website that 
centered around their mission to teach and train future tech professionals across America, 
especially those who have been underserved by traditional education systems. We were 
honored to build them a robust, intuitive and responsive digital product that will help them 
reach and empower their students. The website features a versatile modular page system 
allowing them to easily adapt, alter and refine page layout based on metrics and current 
needs.



INDIANAPOLIS 
CULTURAL TRAIL

MARKET

Community Development, Non-Profit

SCOPE

Campaign Branding, Art Direction, Design &  
Web Development

DETAILS

In 2019 the Indianapolis Cultural Trail contracted 
us to design and develop brand systems and web-
sites for two critical campaigns. The first campaign 
was centered around the expansion of the trail. 
Second Street collaborated with ICT to develop 
a visual campaign that worked within existing 
brand structures but still engaged with community 
in a way that was effective and educational. The 
second campaign was a fundraising effort to re-
place the iconic Keep Ann Dancing art installation 
found where the trail intersects Mass. Ave. Nearly 
$200,000 was raised in just four weeks with dona-
tions coming in from almost 1200 individuals in 32 
states. This funded the replacement of the artwork 
with new technology and hardware ensuring Ann’s 
place on the trail for years to come.

 

SEE MORE AT 
INDYCULTURALTRAIL.ORG/EXPANSION
KEEPANNDANCING.ORG
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budget & timeline
COMPONENT TIMELINE ESTIMATED COST TOTAL COST:  

$20,750
Part 1: Research & Brand Refresh
(DISCOVERY / RESEARCH / AUDITS / ANALYSIS / PERSONAS / BRAND EVOLUTION REVIEW / REFINEMENT / APPROVAL)

INCLUDES:

ANALYSIS OF AUDIENCE AND CURRENT ASSETS + RECOMMENDATIONS

MARKETING RESET

 

Part 2: The Website Rebuild
INSPIRATION REVIEW / WIREFRAMES / DESIGN / REFINEMENT / FULL REVIEW / APPROVAL / DEV / TRAINING / LAUNCH)

INCLUDES:

WEBSITE SCOPE OF WORK DEVELOPMENT

WEBSITE EXECUTION

March -May 2022 $7250

June - August 2022 $13,500
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solutions
& features
SOLUTIONS / FEATURES

Thorough wireframing and design mapping
INTENTIONAL CONSTRUCTION OF STRUCTURE AND FLOW BASED ON CONTENT AND AUDIENCE NEEDS. THIS 
PROCESS WILL ENSURE WE CONSOLIDATE CURRENT INFORMATION IN A STRATEGICALLY SOUND MANNER.

Visual inspiration review
COLLABORATIVE EXPLORATION OF AESTHETIC SOLUTIONS TO DEVELOP A SHARED DESIGN LANGUAGE.

Responsive design
SITE WILL BE BUILT TO RESTRUCTURE ITSELF BASED ON ANY DEVICE/VIEWING DIMENSIONS.

Expert programming
WE UTILIZE ALL OF THE LATEST PROGRAMMING TECHNOLOGIES TO BUILD YOU A FAST AND CLEAN CODE BASE.

Wordpress content management system
CUSTOM APPLICATION OF WORDPRESS CMS TO MAKE FOR INTUITIVE ADMINISTRATION OF SITE. CLIENT 
WOULD BE ABLE TO ADD, EDIT, ALTER, REARRANGE SEMANTIC OR VISUAL CONTENT AT WILL WITHOUT CODE.

Modular page builder
CUSTOM DESIGN MODULES PROVIDE BUILDING BLOCKS TO HOUSE ANY TYPE OF CONTENT YOU MAY NEED TO 
ADD IN WAY IS INCREDIBLY FLEXIBLE YET ON BRAND AND VISUALLY COHESIVE - FREEDOM WITH RESTRAINT. 

Enterprise level form integration
POWERFUL FORM SYSTEM FOR CONTACT PAGES, EMAIL SIGNUPS, APPLICATIONS, INFORMATION REQUEST, ETC.

Dynamic Directory
ARTIST DATABASE DIRECTORY TO PROMOTE AND ADVOCATE FOR INDIANAPOLIS ARTIST COMMUNITY

SEO Optimization
WE LEVERAGE ALL OF THE BEST PRACTICES TO MAXIMIZE SEO BENEFIT AND TRAIN YOU ON MAINTENANCE. 

Training and support
COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING FOR ALL INTERESTED PARTIES AND ONGOING SUPPORT FREE OF CHARGE.
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references
Taylor Schaffer

CHIEF OF STAFF,  
OFFICE OF MAYOR JOE HOGSETT 

CITY OF INDIANAPOLIS 
317.694.0463

Taylor.Schaffer@indy.gov

Chok Ooi
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,

KENZIE ACADEMY
317.644.4973

chok@kenzie.academy

Mali Simone Jeffers
FOUNDER

GANGANG
317.416.7741

mali@ganggangculture.com



THANK YOU.
We’re deeply grateful for your attention 
and consideration. We’d be remiss not 
to emphasize one last time how much 
we’d love the opportunity to help make 
this project a success. We hope we get 
that chance. But, even if we don’t, we’ll 
be supporting it all the way.


